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Report - Official Sherry Educator Course September 2016, Jerez, Spain
What is it about?
“One of the main functions of the Consejo Regulador (Regulatory Council) is to spread the
culture associated with Sherry wines. Sherry is a unique wine which undoubtedly demonstrates
peculiarities and a distinct richness that make training a necessary instrument for both
enjoyment and adequate understanding” ~ Consejo Regulador
The Official Sherry Educator Course offers professionals and enthusiasts the chance to
immerse themselves in the culture, tradition and intricacies of Sherry wines over a three period
culminating in a blind wine tasting and written theory exam on the final day. The course is
offered twice a year, in Spanish language and also in English. The September 2016 cohort was
made up of 31 applicants from almost 20 countries as far reaching as Australia, Peru, Taiwan,
China and Japan with the remainder from the United States and numerous European states.
How to get involved
Two applicants from Ireland were chosen this year. Applications were made to the Consejo in
Jerez in May 2016 through the commercial office of the Spanish Embassy in Dublin. The
School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology has a strong and active link with the Embassy’s
commercial office. To date a number of high profile educational food and beverage events in
the school for students and staff with the direct support and contribution of the staff of the
Spanish commercial office.
Diarmuid Cawley, wine and beverage lecturer in the school, was successfully chosen by the
Consejo Regulador to attend the three day course in Jerez. This was an excellent CPD

opportunity for Diarmuid and for furthering the wine and food education within the School of
Culinary Arts.
What did attendees do on the course?
Day 1 of the course began with a visit to Bodegas Lustau, a very famous sherry winery in the
heart of Jerez de la Frontera city. Lustau sherry is very well represented in Ireland by
Mitchells and Son wine importers, themselves a listed supplier to DIT and close associates of
the School of Culinary Arts. The visiting group of students were treated to full guided visit of
the entire bodega by Juan Mateos Arizón, one of the directors of the estate. That evening the
group were driven to the coastal town of El Puerto de Santa Maria, one of the three towns
that make up the famous ‘Sherry Triangle’. There they attended the first lecture on the history
of sherry and its domestic and global significance today. The lecture was followed by a tour of
the Castle of San Marcos (also Castillo de Alfonso X El Sabio) which is medieval castle located
in the coastal town. The castle was erected as a fortified church by King Alfonso X of Castile.
It was built on the site of a mosque of which the wall of the qibla survives. A reception and
dinner was held within the castle grounds and hosted once again by Juan Mateos and Lustau.

A visit to Bodegas Lustau

Classes being led by César Saldaña

Day 2 began at 9am sharp at the offices of the Consejo Regulador in Jerez city. The morning
session was filled with lectures by Beltran Domecq (President of the Consejo and frequent
visitor to Ireland) and by the Managing Director of the Consejo, César Saldaña who has
previously given a lecture in the School of Culinary Arts in Dublin on Sherry Wines (an event
which was facilitated by the Commercial Offices of the Spanish Embassy, Dublin). Lectures
focused on the production of the sherry wine from viticulture to vinification.
The group were then bussed to Vina la Canariera, a vineyard site managed Bodegas Gonzalez
Byass, Spain’s most well-known sherry producer. There the group were shown first-hand the
viticultural practices discussed in the morning’s lecture by the vineyard manager. A further
lecture then took place on site followed by a sherry tasting conducted by master oenologist
Antonio Flores. In the afternoon the group visited another famous bodega, Valdespino. This

section of trip focused on production methods, tank samples and bottling plants. This
culminated in another tasting of alternative styles of sweet Sherries with a discussion on the
image of Sherry globally, the importance of the export market and the value of the sherry
industry globally each annum.

That evening another bodega visit and walking lecture was conducted in the third coastal town
of the triangle, Sanlucar de Barrameda. The visit was to Bodegas Barbadillo, where the
group were shown the entire the bodega by International Area Director Timothy Holt.
Demonstrations of how sherry is traditionally poured from cask were shown as well as
discussions on the correct glassware to use and appropriate serving temperatures.
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Day 3 began at 9am with lectures in Jerez covering the unique aging system which sherry
undergoes. The ‘solera’ system is a fractional blending system used to ensure consistency with
the wines as well as adding to their complexity. After the lecture there was a special tasting of
very old rare Sherries. The group then visited Bodegas Tradicion, a renowned winery in Jerez
that still specialises in traditional practices. Very little modern equipment is used, rather
craftsmanship and manual tasks are carried out by skilled bodega workers. Sadly the owner of
the Bodegas Tradicion, Joaquin Rivero, had passed away a few days before the visit. In his
honour the group were treated to a special visit of the winery and of his famous art collection,
which is recognised and protected by the Spanish state. The collection is housed in a purpose
built museum at the winery. Lunch was then served at the bodega.

The final afternoon the soon to be Sherry Educators undertook a written and a blind tasting
exam. The group was split in two halves, some starting with the written and the others began
with the blind tasting. That evening at a special presentation dinner the cohort of 31 assembled
to receive their certificates and awards.
Findings
The Consejo followed up with the latest group of Sherry Educators by requesting everyone to
add their profiles to a growing list of official educators worldwide. Sherry is a very wine from
a unique place. The many varied styles of wines from Jerez which are becoming more known
are helping Sherry to shed its old image of only being a sweet wine or a cooking wine. In fact
it is one of the driest and most complicated styles of wine produced anywhere in the world. Its
ability to match seamlessly with numerous savoury and sweet foods is helping it to find legions

of new appreciators in every corner of the globe, undoubtedly guaranteeing its success and
future.
Numerous studies have been carried out relating to the changing image of sherry wine over the
last number of decades. One of the many striking features of the fortified wines from this region
is their authentic profile and production. Consumption of sherry however has seen many ups
and down. The image too has been fragile at times. Much of this can be associated with changes
in local consumption by Jerezanos and linked with global trends for younger generations. Food
and beverage plays an intrinsic part of many cultures and is deeply embedded in society. The
clear fact that Vinos de Jererz, Sherries, are associated with a very specific origin of place,
gives the wines that symbol of tradition. With conservation of traditon and education through
a global network, the contemporary image of Sherry is again coming full circle and the future
outlook is positive.

